Pain perception in schizophrenia: influence of neuropeptides, cognitive disorders, and negative symptoms
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Objective: The causes and nature of insensitivity to pain in schizophrenia remain unknown. The role of endorphins and the association of cognitive dysfunction and negative symptoms are postulated.

Methods: In this study, 43 patients with schizophrenia, five first-degree relatives, and 34 healthy controls were examined. Participants’ plasma concentrations of substance P, β-endorphin, and calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP) were assessed. In patients, the Trail-Making Test, the Color Reading Interference Test (Stroop test), and the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale Negative Syndrome subscale (PANSS N) test were performed. We also evaluated pain threshold using nociceptive reflex (RTIII) testing.

Results: The mean β-endorphin concentration was about 20% higher in patients than in healthy controls (P<0.05). CGRP concentrations were significantly higher in patients than in controls (5.34 ng/mL versus 4.16 ng/mL; P<0.01). Subjects treated with antipsychotic polytherapy had higher concentrations of CGRP than did patients treated with second-generation antipsychotic monotherapy (5.92 ng/mL versus 5.02 ng/mL; P<0.05). There were no correlations between any biochemical parameters and Trail-Making Test, Stroop test, and PANSS N scores. There were no differences in RTIII among study groups. Strong negative correlation (P<0.001) was found between PANSS N scores and subjective pain threshold on the right lower limb.

Conclusion: The insensitivity to pain in schizophrenia is a complex phenomenon that is probably not related to changes in nociceptive pathways. Increase in β-endorphin level may be related to this issue, but it is uncertain if such concentration ensures analgesic effect. It is unknown if patients with schizophrenia in fact experience less pain. Cognitive impairment and excess negative symptoms may strongly influence the patient’s expression of pain.
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Introduction

Anecdotal case studies have described patients with schizophrenia and various painful medical conditions – eg, perforated bowel,¹ peritonitis,² injuries,³,⁴ clinically silent heart infarct⁵ – reporting little or no pain. Serious self-injurious behavior like eye enucleation,⁶ self-laceration,⁷ self-amputation of the hand,⁸ and autocastration⁹ have also been described. Most research studies referring to pain insensitivity in schizophrenia were published before 1980. Results were ambiguous and did not give satisfactory explanations for this phenomenon. Various pain parameters, such as threshold, tolerance, and perception, were assessed in these studies using different types of stimuli, including thermal stimuli,¹⁰,¹¹ mechanical pressure, needle puncture, skin pinch,¹²–¹⁴ electrical stimuli,¹⁵,¹⁶ and imagining the situation causing pain.¹⁷ In only a few studies did the
authors used neurophysiological methods to obtain a more-objective evaluation of pain perception in schizophrenia.15,18

Diminished pain sensitivity has been reported in patients in the acute phase of psychosis, as well as in stable patients. It is thought that in patients with severe psychotic symptoms, “psychotic analgesia” occurs.19 The cause of hypoalgesia in patients with stable mental state is unknown. Neuroleptic-induced analgesia, influence of neuropeptides with analgesic properties, lesions in the pain pathway, severe negative symptoms, and cognitive impairment have been suggested. The hypothesis of an increased level of endogenous opioids was proposed but the results of the few studies, however, are contradictory.20,21 The role of other transmitters related to pain physiology in the pathogenesis of hypoalgesia is also possible. In our study, we attempted to investigate pathophysiological, biochemical, and cognitive aspects of pain perception in schizophrenia. We hypothesized that β-endorphin, substance P (SP) and calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP) play a role in altered pain perception in schizophrenia.

β-endorphin is the best-known endogenous opioid peptide, and it has strong analgesic properties. The peptide inhibits peripheral somatosensory fibers, especially those involved in nociception.22 Neurons containing endorphins modulate the regulation of dopaminergic neuronal activity. The impact of excess of β-endorphin on the pathogenesis of schizophrenia and on altered pain perception in these disorders was suggested.21

SP is an undecapeptide, widely distributed in the brain in structures involved in pain mechanisms. It acts as a transmitter in nociceptive pathways.23 A few studies evaluating SP concentration did not reveal differences between patients with schizophrenia and controls.24

CGRP plays an important role in causing migraine attack.25 Intravenous infusion of CGRP produces a migraine-like headache, and CGRP receptor antagonists are able to stop the migraine attack.26 Some authors reported that migraine headache are rarer in patients with schizophrenia than in healthy subjects.19,27 Moreover, the release of CGRP from the peripheral and central terminals of sensory neurons can be initiated by noxious mechanical stimulation of the skin, electrical stimulation, or noxious heat. The release of CGRP into the spinal cord can facilitate the release of excitatory neurotransmitters in the dorsal horn, promoting synaptic transmission. The release of CGRP following noxious stimulation suggests an important role of this peptide in the transmission of painful stimuli.28

The majority of studies reporting hypoalgesia in schizophrenia evaluated the patient’s subjective response to painful stimuli. It should be noted that pain has a strong emotional component, and insensitivity to pain in schizophrenia may reflect a deficit in the patient’s expression of emotions. In other words, indifference to pain among patients with schizophrenia may not mean actual hypalgesia. We decided to use nociceptive reflex (RTIII) to evaluate objective nociceptive thresholds in our study. This polysynaptic reflex of spinal origin is largely controlled, like the subjective pain threshold, by supraspinal influences. Studies carried out in healthy subjects have shown that the stimulation threshold at which this reflex is triggered is correlated with the subject’s subjective pain threshold.29

Materials and methods

Participants

The study was conducted in patients with schizophrenia who were being seen in the mental health center of Babiński Memorial Hospital in Łódź, Poland. To be eligible to participate, patients were required to meet the following inclusion criteria: be 18–40 years of age; meet ICD 10 criteria for a diagnosis of schizophrenia; have had psychosis for no longer than 6 years, according to psychiatric examination and using the MINI” (Mini International Neuropsychiatric Interview) is better; be in a stable mental state and, if hospitalized, scheduled for discharge on the basis of clinical assessment of psychotic symptoms; be taking antipsychotic agents (haloperidol, olanzapine, quetiapine, risperidone, clozapine, amisulpride, aripiprazole) in therapeutic doses. We also enrolled healthy first-degree adult relatives of patients with schizophrenia and a control group of healthy volunteers.

The exclusion criteria for all groups were: age <18 years and >40 years; taking analgesic, antidepressive, or anticonvulsive drugs in last 8 weeks; drug intoxication in the past; use of a psychoactive substance currently or in the past; mental disorders other than schizophrenia; presence of depressive symptoms upon clinical examination and on the Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (score >7); peripheral neuropathy; limb trauma in the past; a current diagnosis of diabetes or cancer; degenerative diseases of the musculoskeletal system. In all, 43 patients with schizophrenia (aged 19–40 years) were enrolled on study. The female-to-male ratio was 31:12. All patients met the ICD 10 criteria for a diagnosis of schizophrenia, and the duration of psychosis was no longer than 6 years. All patients were in a stable mental state and chronically received antipsychotic agents (haloperidol, olanzapine, quetiapine, risperidone, clozapine, amisulpride, aripiprazole) in therapeutic doses. Five healthy first-degree relatives (three female, two male; aged 18–29 years) of patients with schizophrenia were also included in the study. The control group comprised 34 healthy volunteers (seven male, 27 female; aged 20–40 years).
All participants gave their consent prior to their inclusion in the study. This research was approved by Ethics Committee of the Medical University of Łódź (Nr RNN/11/08/KE).

Nociceptive reflex
The nociceptive reflex (RTIII) test was described previously by Willer and next modified by Guieu et al. To perform this test we used an electrical stimulator from Medtronic Meden Inmed and an electromyographic recording device. Patients were placed in a supine position on the abdomen so that they could not see their limbs but could obtain adequate muscle relaxation. Electrical stimulation surface electrodes were applied 2 cm apart to the external retromalleolar gutter, opposite the sural nerve (nervus suralis). Increased current stimuli starting at 1 mA were applied (frequency of 50 Hz, amplitude 0.2 mA/V, duration of single stimulus 0.1 ms). Reflex motor response was recorded by surface electrodes placed on femoral biceps (musculus biceps femoris caput brevis), which were connected to an electromyographic recording device. The nociceptive threshold was defined as the mean minimal stimulation intensity, expressed in milliamperes, at which a reflex motor response was elicited at 100%. In the course of the RTIII test, the subjects also had to signal at which moment the electrical stimulus was perceived as painful. The experimental procedure was performed by a senior neurologist who was blinded to whether the subjects were classified as patients, first-degree relatives, or controls. Participants were given an option to take part in this part of experiment.

Biochemical transmitters, cognitive functions, and negative symptoms of schizophrenia
To measure plasma SP and CGRP concentration by radioimmunoassay, two 4 mL samples of peripheral blood were collected from all participants and placed into two clot tubes. Samples were then centrifuged. The resulting serum for SP was stored at −20°C until assay. Plasma for CGRP was stored at −70°C until assay. The SP assay was performed using Bachem’s Substance P Kit (S-1153; Bachem AG, Bubendorf, Switzerland), and the assay of CGRP was performed using Bachem’s Human CGRP Kit (EK-015-02). To measure β-endorphin plasma concentration, 3 mL samples of peripheral blood were collected from all participants. The blood samples were drawn into ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid immediately after being drawn. After centrifugation, the plasma samples were stored at −20°C until assay. The assay of β-endorphin was performed using DRG Diagnostics β-Endorphin Kit (RIA 3023; DRG International, Inc, Springfield, NJ, USA).

To assess cognitive function in patients with schizophrenia, the Trail-Making Test (TMT) and Color Reading Interference Test (Stroop test) were performed. The Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale Negative Syndrome subscale (PANSS N) test was used to examine the severity of negative symptoms in patients with schizophrenia.

Statistical analysis
A statistical analysis of the studied characteristics was performed using parametric and nonparametric tests. The analysis of empirical distributions of the parameters was performed using the Shapiro–Wilk test. Use of parametric tests requires, among others, assumption of normality (Student’s t-test). Mann–Whitney U-test was applied if empirical distribution of the studied characteristics was not consistent with normal distribution. Levene’s test was applied because variances were not significantly different. Tukey’s test was used to compare means with unequal sample sizes. Multivariate statistical analysis parametric tests, F-test analysis of variance, and the nonparametric analysis of variance rank test, were used in this study. Analyses were conducted using STATISTICA v 8.0 (StatSoft, Inc., Tulsa, OK, USA).

Results
Twenty-eight patients with schizophrenia were treated with second-generation antipsychotics (SGAs) in monotherapy, and 15 patients were treated with polytherapy (SGA + first-generation antipsychotic). The mean PANSS N score in patients was 23.56 (minimum score 16, maximum score 30; standard deviation =4.49). The mean concentration of β-endorphin was significantly higher in patients than in healthy controls and in first-degree relatives (27.59±11.12 pmol/L versus 22.16±6.44 pmol/L and 21.44±8.24 pmol/L, respectively; P<0.05) (Figure 1). There were no statistically significant differences in β-endorphin concentrations between healthy control and relatives.

The mean concentration of CGRP was significantly higher in patients with schizophrenia compared with the control group and relatives (5.34±1.77 ng/mL versus 4.16±1.52 ng/mL and 3.29±1.02 ng/mL, respectively; P<0.01) (Figure 2). The concentration of CGRP was significantly higher in patients with schizophrenia treated with polytherapy compared with the subjects treated with SGA in monotherapy (mean CGRP concentrations were 5.92 ng/mL and 5.02 ng/mL, respectively; P<0.05).

No differences in SP concentration were observed between patients, their relatives, and healthy controls (mean 0.47 ng/mL versus 0.43 ng/mL and 0.46 ng/mL, respectively;
Patients with schizophrenia had about 20% ($P<0.05$) higher $\beta$-endorphin plasma concentrations than did healthy controls and patients’ relatives. Statistical analysis: analysis of variance rank test, Mann–Whitney test.

No correlation was found between the time of performance on the Stroop test and intensity of the current stimulus needed to trigger painful sensation (a subjective pain threshold) in the right lower limb. Additionally, negative correlation was found between time of TMT performance and currents needed to trigger a painful sensation and to trigger RTIII in the right lower limb (Table 1). In other words, those who performed TMT and Stroop test in a shorter time reported a painful sensation at a higher current. Moreover, higher current was necessary to elicit RTIII in these individuals. In patients with schizophrenia, a strong negative correlation ($P<0.001$) was also found between PANSS N scores and the intensity of the current needed to trigger a painful sensation on the right lower limb. Negative correlation between PANSS N scores and current intensity needed to trigger RTIII in the right lower limb was shown in this sample (Figures 3 and 4).

**Discussion**

The presented study was an attempt to improve the knowledge about hypoalgesia in schizophrenia. Nevertheless, it had methodological limitations. The main problem was the small sample sizes, especially the first-degree relatives group. This sample was too small to draw statistically significant conclusions but, in our opinion, inclusion of this group to the study was valuable for future research. According to our knowledge, in the literature there is only one study in which pain threshold and pain tolerance was examined in relatives of patients with schizophrenia. In that study, increased pain threshold and increased pain tolerance in relatives was found compared with participants with negative family history of schizophrenia. It should be noted that this study included subjects with varying degrees of kinship, not only first-degree relatives.

Similar to other studies, we showed no significant difference in the concentrations of SP between patients with schizophrenia and healthy subjects. It is probable that SP does not play a critical role in hypoalgesia in schizophrenia. Concentrations of SP in chronic schizophrenia and in neuroleptic-naïve patients with the first episode of psychosis did not differ significantly from concentrations observed in healthy subjects. The results of studies evaluating the level of endogenous opioids are
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contradictory,

though their role in developing insensitivity to pain in schizophrenia was suggested. In our study, the mean concentration of \( \beta \)-endorphin was almost 20% higher in the patient sample than in the controls. It is difficult to assess whether this concentration is sufficient to ensure significant analgesia.

Patients in our study were in a stable mental state. The comparison of \( \beta \)-endorphin concentration in acute psychosis and in a state of clinical improvement would be advisable.

It should be noted that the increased level of \( \beta \)-endorphin might be the effect of chronic pharmacotherapy. There is no data on blood opioid level in neuroleptic-naïve populations and in patients with a first episode of psychosis.

According to our knowledge, the presented study is the only one in which the concentration of CGRP was assessed in patients with schizophrenia. In contrast to the expected results, the mean concentration of CGRP was significantly higher in the patient sample compared with the healthy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Spearman’s rank correlation</th>
<th>Test value</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LLL pain and Stroop test t1 [s]</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>-0.26</td>
<td>-0.86</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLL pain and Stroop test t2 [s]</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>-0.60</td>
<td>-2.34</td>
<td>&lt;0.05*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLL pain and TMT A t3 [s]</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>-0.30</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLL pain and TMT B t4 [s]</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>-0.22</td>
<td>-0.70</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLL RTIII and Stroop test t1 [s]</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>-0.00</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLL RTIII and Stroop test t2 [s]</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>-0.19</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLL RTIII and TMT A t3 [s]</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLL RTIII and TMT B t4 [s]</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>-0.30</td>
<td>-1.00</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLR pain and Stroop test t1 [s]</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>-0.78</td>
<td>-3.96</td>
<td>&lt;0.01*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLR pain and Stroop test t2 [s]</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>-0.62</td>
<td>-2.48</td>
<td>&lt;0.05*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLR pain and TMT A t3 [s]</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>-0.78</td>
<td>-3.88</td>
<td>&lt;0.01*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLR pain and TMT B t4 [s]</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>-0.44</td>
<td>-1.54</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLR RTIII and Stroop test t1 [s]</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>-0.54</td>
<td>-2.01</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLR RTIII and Stroop test t2 [s]</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>-0.37</td>
<td>-1.26</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLR RTIII and TMT A t3 [s]</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>-0.61</td>
<td>-2.42</td>
<td>&lt;0.05*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLR RTIII and TMT B t4 [s]</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>-0.42</td>
<td>-1.47</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *Statistically significant.

Abbreviations: LLL pain, left lower limb subjective pain threshold; LLL RTIII, left lower limb nociceptive reflex; LLR pain, lower limb right subjective pain threshold; LLR RTIII, lower limb right nociceptive reflex; [s], time in seconds; t1, Stroop test part 1; t2, Stroop test part 2; t3, Trail-Making Test part A; t4, Trail-Making Test part B; TMT, Trail-Making Test.

Figure 3 The relationship between PANSS N scores and the intensity of current needed to elicit a painful stimulus in the right lower limb in patients with schizophrenia.

Note: Spearman’s rank correlation.

Abbreviation: PANSS N, Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale Negative Syndrome subscale.

Figure 4 The relationship between PANSS N scores and the intensity of current needed to elicit nociceptive reflex in the right lower limb in patients with schizophrenia.

Note: Spearman’s rank correlation.

Abbreviations: PANSS N, Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale Negative Syndrome subscale; RTIII, nociceptive reflex.
controls. We hypothesized that patients would have reduced levels of CGRP, which could at least in part explain the rare occurrence of migraine headaches among this population. Data on the low prevalence of headaches in patients with schizophrenia are derived from single research studies and reports. The results of Kuritzky et al\textsuperscript{33} do not confirm this information. They estimated the prevalence of headaches and complaints of pain in the group of 108 patients with schizophrenia and 100 healthy individuals. Headaches occurred in 48\% of patients and 41\% of healthy subjects. In addition, up to 40\% of patients experiencing headaches did not complain about them. The authors suggest that patients with schizophrenia tend to have headaches at least as often as healthy subjects but show less willingness to verbalize pain complaints. This is possibly due to the reduced level of emotional awareness of pain, as opposed to the undisturbed ability to identify and locate it. Similar results were also obtained by other researchers.\textsuperscript{36}

Some epidemiological, genetic, and clinical data support the hypothesis on the role of autoimmune processes in the pathogenesis of schizophrenia. In patients, deviations and various irregularities in the functioning of the immune system were observed.\textsuperscript{37} It can be assumed that the disorder of the immune system in schizophrenia resembles the changes observed in autoimmune diseases. It is likely that higher concentrations of CGRP in patients in our study were associated with this phenomenon. The role of CGRP was described in numerous conditions associated with chronic inflammation.\textsuperscript{38,39} One possible explanation for the increased levels of CGRP in patients with schizophrenia may be its role in nonspecific stimulation of the immune system described in this disease.

A significant proportion of reported cases of hypoalgesia refer to schizophrenia patients in an acute episode of psychosis, which is associated with increased dopaminergic activity in certain brain structures, including the striatum. Some data suggest analgesic action of dopamine release in this region of the brain. Studies using positron emission tomography showed that the reduced density of striatal D2 receptors in healthy subjects was associated with an increase in pain tolerance compared with participants with schizophrenia. For this reason, we decided that the inclusion of even a small group of healthy relatives of patients with schizophrenia would be useful. In our study, patients treated with polytherapy showed statistically significant higher mean plasma CGRP concentrations compared with those treated only with SGA, which could be associated with a variety of drug receptor mechanisms. These results should be compared with the concentrations of CGRP in patients treated only with a first-generation antipsychotic. It is also important that in our study, the most-frequently used combination of antipsychotics in polytherapy was haloperidol and olanzapine. Olanzapine is the only drug so far known to affect the concentration of CGRP. There is no such data for other SGAs, which in this case were comparatively used as often as olanzapine in monotherapy. The role of CGRP in schizophrenia with hypoalgesia remains unclear; however, further research could provide interesting findings.

Our results of RTIII examination are similar to the results obtained by Guieu et al\textsuperscript{15} who triggered this reflex in ten patients with schizophrenia and ten healthy controls and showed no differences in nociceptive reflex threshold in patients with schizophrenia compared with healthy subjects. In contrast to our study, the patients did not take neuroleptics. We did not use electrical stimulation parameters identical to the parameters chosen by Guieu et al.\textsuperscript{15} More-advanced electrical stimulators make it impossible to program the parameters indicated therein. This makes the test safer and less unpleasant for the participants.

In one published study,\textsuperscript{14} healthy relatives of patients with schizophrenia showed a significantly elevated pain threshold and increased pain tolerance compared with participants with a negative family history of schizophrenia. For this reason, we decided that the inclusion of even a small group of...
relatives might be interesting. We did not observe increased RTIII threshold in this sample. It may indicate that insensitivity to pain in schizophrenia is not the result of alterations of the pain pathway. Potvin et al\textsuperscript{44} reported that individuals with schizophrenia remain less reactive to prolonged noxious insult despite unaffected pain threshold. They found that patients showed very little pain sensitization in response to repeat or continuous administration of pain stimulus. In contrast, controls demonstrated strong pain sensitization. These observations may indicate that the excitatory spinal or supraspinal pain profiles are affected in schizophrenia. Nevertheless, these findings were based solely on subjective patient reports. Lévesque et al\textsuperscript{18} evaluated the contribution of spinal and supraspinal processes underlying the lack of pain sensitization described in schizophrenia using RTIII.

Finally, eleven control subjects and 12 patients with paranoid schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder under neuroleptic treatment were analyzed. No significant difference in withdrawal reflex threshold between study groups was found. Contrary to our study, the authors reported much lower pain threshold in patients than in controls and moreover, patients with schizophrenia showed less subjective pain sensitization than did controls. Additionally, a negative relationship between pain threshold and positive symptoms was described. The authors concluded that decrease in pain sensitization in patients does not depend on disease-induced alterations at the spinal level and may be an intrinsic feature of schizophrenia. This poor sensitivity to prolonged pain coexisting with strong enhance of acute pain may represent the unique, specific response profile with probable supraspinal etiology.

The heterogeneity of methodology in the current study, including the samples and treatment diversity, confound the explanation of the phenomenon of hypoalgesia. The point is whether patients with schizophrenia who reported little or no pain in fact experienced less pain. Pain has a strong emotional component and so it is likely that factors like cognitive impairment – especially working memory and attention disorders, alterations to the recognition of emotions, and negative symptoms – play at least an important role in experiencing pain in schizophrenia. It was reported that those with schizophrenia have a deficit in the identification and categorization of pain, both in themselves and in others.\textsuperscript{45}

The impairment of the processing of motivational affective pain aspects may be related to dysfunction of the prefrontal cortex in schizophrenia.\textsuperscript{46} According to this hypothesis, patients as well as healthy individuals may experience pain without behavioral and affective reactions. Guieu et al\textsuperscript{15} suggested that “indifference” is a more appropriate term than “insensitivity” to describe pain sensitivity disorders in schizophrenia. Dworkin et al\textsuperscript{17} demonstrated the relationship between affective flattening and pain insensitivity, but other studies did not confirm these results.\textsuperscript{18} Subjects with schizophrenia could have difficulties with differentiation and the emotional experience of noxious (painful), neutral (tactile), or even pleasant stimuli.

The results of our study support this hypothesis. We demonstrated that patients with severe negative symptoms and working memory disturbances described a stimulus as painful even at very low current electrical stimulation. It should be noted that before the test, patients were instructed that the stimulus would be felt initially as tactile, and only later as painful. This relationship was found only for the right limb. This observation could be connected with lateralization disturbances described in schizophrenia\textsuperscript{19} and lateralization of pain perception. It was thought that subjects with schizophrenia are more frequently left-handed than healthy population.\textsuperscript{49} Now it is considered that they are not left-handed, but rather are not right-handed – they show no clear hand preference (mixed type).\textsuperscript{50–52} Right-hemisphere lateralization is postulated in pain sensation, especially the right lateralization of the amygdala, which is a neuronal pain perception modulator.\textsuperscript{53,54} Lateralization of pain sensation is independent of hand preference.\textsuperscript{55} In participants of our study, the lateralization was not determined but it should be considered in future research.

The majority of communications about hypoalgesia in schizophrenia refer to common pain-related situations in clinical practice. On the other hand, scientific analyses of hypoalgesia in schizophrenia, including ours, are usually based on experimentally induced pain and give ambiguous results. Engels et al\textsuperscript{56} reviewed 14 studies that evaluated clinical pain in schizophrenia. They found that subjects with schizophrenia have a lower prevalence of pain complaints and lower pain intensity compared with patients with other psychiatric disorders and with controls without psychiatric disorders. The comparison of patient response and noxious stimulation in clinical and experimental circumstances may contribute to more-consistent conclusions.

Altered sensitivity to pain in schizophrenia is an interesting and clinically important phenomenon because it may delay diagnosis and treatment of serious, life-threatening medical conditions. It is also interesting in the context of psychopathology, treatment, and a course of schizophrenia. The results of our study did not provide an explanation for pain insensitivity in schizophrenia. Nevertheless, they suggest...
that it is not related to changes in the nociceptive pathways. Future research should take into account neurophysiological, biochemical, and psychopathological aspects of this phenomenon.
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